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STATEMENT OF THE AUTHOR
2
The purpose of this study has been to check the
experiment at Manchester, New Hampshire, in order to
find out whether the attempt to defer systematic arith-
metic from grade one to grade six is justifiable. It
is with this objective that this thesis is mainly con-
cerned.
The underlying purpose in the preparation of all
material has been to tes^t possibilities rather than
to secure high results but it is gratifying to state
that the study shows high attainments as well as pos-
sibilities.
It is hoped that this study will be of interest
and help to others and that it will create new inter-
ests for those who still think that improvement is in
order.
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5I. INTRODUCTION
A. The Need For Research;
If one v/ere to ask for the aims and objectives of
arithmetic, there would be a wide range of opinions. The
truth of the matter is, most people have come to no real
basic conclusions. Most people accept the traditional at-
titude. They feel that arithmetic must be taught. They
strive for high results and oft times classify the child
as dumb, if he gets the v/rong answer or gives evidence of
mental confusion. They feel that some time or other, the
child v/ill need what they are attempting to teach him and,
therefore, go on v;ith their usual routine of getting the
material stored away for the future. They even get exas-
perated when results do not meet their expectations. Have
they really given the matter the consideration v/hlch it
merits? Have they really analyzed the objectives of arith-
metic of the past and of the present, or have they blindly
accepted and continued to insist on mechanical results?
Ah analysis of the past status of arithmetic permits of a
comparison and serves as an indicator of our present direc-
tion,
”At the time of the colonization of America in the first
half of the seventeenth century, arithmetic was not consid-
ered essential to a boy*s education (as we know, the girl had
no consideration) imless he was to enter commercial life or
certain trades. The instruction in arithmetic was often
given in a separate school, called a reckoning school. When
arithmetic was taught in the grammar schools, it was very
rudimentary. Not only was this true, but among the nobility
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4and the aristocracy of the educated, arithmetic was looked upon
as »comraon», »vile», ^mechanic* because it was the accomplish-
ment of clerks, artisans, tradesmen, and * others who bore no
signs of heraldry*. Consequently, it was a subject beneath the
dignity of a boy unless he was *less capable of learning and
fittest to be put to trades*. Such was arithmetic and the place
it occupied in education in Europe at the time when the Amer-
ican colonies v/ere settled. The colonists had grown to matur-
ity in European environment and had been educated in European
schools. ’When they came to America, they brought with them
traditions and ideals which influenced their schools and their
plan of education. The first settlements in New York were
made by the Dutch V/est India Co a nation which had at-
tained such commercial prominence could not neglect arithmetic
......the Dutch colonists brought with them this attitude to-
ward Arithmetic.
Have we ever stopped to raise the question as to whether
or not we have over-estimated the importance of certain phases
of arithmetic or its function in the curriculum? A study of
its development discloses the fact that »»it is difficult for
the teachers of today to realize that Arithmetic has not al-
ways been one of the fundamentals of the school curriculum.
There is the general impression that the curriculum consisted
of the three R*s \mtil it was enriched by the addition of the
more modern subjects. Hence we fail to appreciate that it was
not until the second quarter of the 19th Century that arith-
1. Development of Arithmetic as a School Subject.
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1 .
metic was accorded its place in oiir schools.^
Records of the past handed down on tablets and papyrus, as
well as the tally of England (the use of flat pieces of wood in
which suras of raoney were indicated by notches, the debtor kept
one part and the creditor the other) shov/ that it was mostly
the merchants of the time who really needed arithmetic. Today,
our complex society demands that we facilitate and establish
ways of carrying on our business relations. We feel the need
for established methods but in our anxiety to prepare to meet
this need, we lose all track of the fact that arithmetic began
as a -difficult subject with adults and has now found its way
into the lower grades to be dealt with in a mechanical cram-
ming fashion.
Although there has been a gradual awakening to the need
for improving arithmetic, yet on the v/hole, most changes seem
to have taken place within the traditional curriculum itself.
However, there are those who feel that only by going beyond
the present bounds of conservatism can we receive the great-
est returns for our endeavors.
The ^’progressive” movement in arithmetic has attained
sizable proportions. From many platforms, we hear about ’’the
futility of the arithmetic grind”. Noting the growth of this
movement, conservatives have come to the rescue, defending
the arithmetic of the past and present. This ’’progressive”
movement has great significance in the opinion of the Depart-
ment of Superintendents who believe that arithmetic is not an
1. Development of Arithmetic as a School Subject
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end in itself but rather a tool to meet the demands of social
utility. They believe that three phases of arithmetic need at-
tention, first, that of the basic experience necessary in order
to make manipulative work meaningful; second, the mastery for
automatic reproduction of the useful number facts; and third,
training in application to life and business situations. It
is their conclusion that there is needed a set of criteria and
a means of checking so that drill may not proceed on a mean-
1 .
ingless basis.
The first extensive study of business usage was made in
2
.
1918, This study contends that arithmetic in the grades is
justified only on the basis of its utility in the common affairs
of life and that we learn multiplication tables not to sharpen
the wits nor to comprehend a beautiful system, but to figure our
bills, our taxes, or the interest on a note, «V/hatever arith-
metic is given in the grades beyond the essentials required by
social utility consumes time that could be used more profitably
in other ways. More and more the v/ork in arithmetic should
direct attention to the use of judgment in spending, using and
saving money,*’ There are so many real situations that we
should not waste time on artificial ones,”
It is due to this trend of thinking and a realization that
the emphasis must be placed on comprehension first, that formal
arithmetic has been left out of the first grade in Indiana,
California and in grades one and two in Massachusetts,
1, Dept, of Supt, Third Yearbook June 1926 Fourth Yearbook Feb, 1926
2, What Arithmetic Shall We Teach, G, M, Wilson 1927
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under the circumstances, it is very natural that a. progres-
sive superintendent should propose a fundamental experiment. In
the case of Supt, Benezet, it takes the form of deferring system-
atic arithmetic to Grade VI, Supt, Louis P, Benezet, of the
Manchester, New Hampshire schools, is one of those who believes
that there is still much to be done in the matter of revising
the teaching of arithmetic. He has been conducting a study in
deferring formal arithmetic to Grade VI and it is therefore with
his experiment that this thesis is concerned. The study takes
the form of a control experiment, in which children of the
deferred arithmetic group are compared with an equal number of
children v/ho have had arithmetic in the traditional amounts,
grades 1 to 5 inclusive.
r.V
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II. THE PROBLEM AND THE PLAN
8
A. TO SECURE A.CHECK;
The purpose of this study was to check the experiment of
deferring the systematic teaching of aritiimetic to Grade Six
and to note what was actually taking place, also, to deter-
mine whether the attempt to economize in arithmetic from
Grades one to six is justifiable.
This study called for the observation of both experimental
and regular program groups in order to note hovi the exper-
imental children, who had had no formal instruction not
even the formal learning of tables, would compare with those
who had continued the usual arithmetic plan for five years.
This study further embodied the observation of how quickly
these experimental children would learn and hov/ both groups,
experimental and regular, would compare at given periods
of time,
B . TO SET UP MEANS FOR THE CHECKING;
The checking was to be done by means of tests which .were to
be given to both groups, the regular and the experimental, at
given periods of time. If this study had been contemplated
approximately three and a half months earlier when school
actually began, it would have been the general plan to give
a test immediately in September to the experimental entering
sixth grade pupils to determine how much incidental arith-
metic these pupils had acquired both in and out of school,
Hov/ever, since school had already begun and the experimental
pupils had begun the systematic learning of arithmetic, it
was left to obtain entering sixth grade data at the mid-year
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promotion time, when a new class would enter the sixth grade.
This was later done and used as a basis upon ?/hich to study-
gains and to make comparisons,
(1) The first tests were, therefore, to be given at once to
note how much formal arithmetic these experimental pupils,
now approximately three and a half months in the sixth
grade, had gained since school began in September and to
note the deficiency as compared with the regular program
pupils. This first comparison was to be made between the
two groups but would also be judged later in the light of
its own gain based on entering figures (secured, as has
been referred to above, at the mid-year promotion).
The Wilson process Inventory Tests, which included five
distinct tests on examples in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, short division and long division, were
the first to be given. Each test was devoted to examples
under one process only,
(2) The second tests were to be given approximately three
months later to note the gain made by each group over its
own previous record and also to make a comparison between
the two groups themselves, the experimental and regular.
The second tests were to consist of examples made from
the five distinct Inventory Tests, (This was termed
Composite Test L) At this time, also, the Wilson General
Survey Test I was to be given and consisted of all funda-
mentals under one test. This would serve as a basis for
comparison with the Wilson General Survey II which would
follow.
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(3) The third tests were to be given approximately three
months later than the second tests to note the gains made
by the experimental and regular groups over their own two
previous records and also to make possible a comparison
of the accomplishments of both groups. These third tests
consisted of another Composite II Test made from the
examples of the Inventory Tests and also a Composite III
which was to be original with the writer and to be on the
same principle as the two previous composite tests. At
this time, also, the Wilson General Survey II Test was to
be given to shov/ the gain of each group over Survey I.
(4) Immediately following mid-year promotion, the Wilson
Process Inventory Tests were to be given to the beginning
sixth grade experimental pupils. (As has already been
stated, the purpose was to estimate the actual standing
of the experimental pupils had a test been given to them
in September.
(5) Detailed data v/ere to be secured from the teachers and
pupils of both groups in order to properly make an analysis
of the findings and to serve later in arranging matched
pairs for the two groups. This data was to Include the
child »s date of birth, health, arithmetic history, grade
history (normal, advanced, or retarded progress), occupa-
tion of father, occupation of mother, if any, and any
other related information. The teacher was also to check
the material to be handed in and also to give her estimate
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(6) The Kuhlman-Anderson Test and the Haggerty Test
Delta II were to be given to provide group intelligence
test data as an aid in arranging the pairs.
(7) The Experimental and Regular groups were to be paired
off according to the personal information given by teacher
and pupils together with the mental scores on the Kuhlman-
Anderson and Haggerty Test Delta II tests.
C. SCOPE OF STUDY
(1) Number of Schools and their status:
This study was conducted in the Sixth Grade of eight
rooms of seven different schools of very similar back-
grounds. Four of these rooms have had no formal arith-
metic at all (as nearly as attainable) and have been
termed experimental while the other four, termed regu-
lar, have been instructed according to the regular pro-
gram, Although both groups, experimental and regular,
consisted of four rooms yet the number of regular pro-
gram children are greater due to the fact that there
were fewer children in the experimental rooms. Other
experimental rooms in the city had not yet reached the
sixth grade or were of a much different background.
In the final comparative grouping, however, equal num-
bers have been used. The background of the seven
schools in the experiment may be classed as average
and for the most part is representative of cotton mill
or shoe factory workers,
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D. METHOD OF PROCEDURE
(1) Meeting v^ith Teachers;
A .meeting was held with the teachers of the eight rooms
for the purpose of organizing and securing their cooper-
ation in giving the tests. Each teacher engaged in the
experimental work has been free to work out her own plan
for sixth grade work with the understanding that at the
end of tvio years these children must be ready for high
school work, therefore, no specific directions v/ere
given except to cover the usual work.
It was explained that tests v/ould be given to note the
progress made.
(2) Dates When Tests Were Given;
The Wilson 5P addition, and 4P subtraction tests, were
given immediately follov/ing the teachers » meeting,
December 6 and 7, 1932 to allow no time for preparation.
Due to a delay in receiving the tests from the publishers
and also because of the intervention of the Christmas
vacation, the multiplication, short division, and long
division tests were given January 6, 9, and 10, 1933.
Although these tests were late in being given as just
explained, nevertheless, they were still in advance of
the arithmetic programs planned by the EXPERIMENTAL
teachers.
After the above tests were given, the EXPERIMENTAL
teachers were asked to give an accoimt of the work ac-
complished to date, and to tell whether or not they had
anticipated the multiplication, short division, and
long division tests or had taught anything in advance
of their original plans. The teachers v/ere also asked
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to state any personal reactions to the study.
The Kuhlman-Anderson and Haggerty Delta II Tests were
given January 11 and 12, 1933 in order to secure a mental
score which was to be used in the grouping of pupils for
comparative results.
The second group of tests consisted of Composite I and
Wilson Survey Form I and were given March 16 and 17, 1933.
The objective was to note differences and to see how
much had been gained since the last tests (January 10, 1933).
The third group of tests consisted of Composite II, Com-
posite III, and Wilson Survey Form II and were given
May 17, 18, and 19, 1933. The objective was to note dif-
ferences and to see how much gain had finally been made
during the year of instruction.
Tests were also given to the mid-year entering sixth
grade experimental class of February to see what they
had gained through incidental teaching or outside infor-
mation,
Sximmarized the dates stand as follows;
I ( December 6 and 7, 1932 Addition and Subtraction
r January 6, 9, and 10, 1933 Multiplication, S. Div. L. Div,
( January 11 and 12, 1933 Kuhlman-Anderson and Hag-
gerty Delta II Tests.
II ( March 16 and 17, 1933
III (May 17, 18, and 19, 1933
Composite I and V/ilson Survey I
Composite II, Compositelll
Wilson Survey II
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In the light of the dates given, the accomplishments may
also be considered within the follov/ing time:
Group I Represents approximately three and one-half
Tests.
months since the opening of school in Sep-
tember when formal arithmetic, which in-
cluded teaching the tables, was begun.
Group II
Tests. Represents a little over two months since
the first te± v/as given.
Tests covered process v/ork in the funda-
mentals combined.
Group III
Tests. Represents a little over tv/o months since
the second test was given.
Tests covered process work in the funda-
mentals and more difficult material.
All tests were given in all schools involved in the study,
viz., four experimental rooms and four regular rooms, a
total of eight rooms.
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III. THE GROUPS AND THE COMPARATIVE DATA
The background of both the EXPERIMENTAL and REGULAR groups
are very similar and represent the average working class of a mill























Florist 1 Credit Man (Armour Co.) 1
Fruit Peddler 1 Electrician 2
Gardener 2 Electrical Engineer 1
Laborer, City 2 Farmer 4
Laundry 1 Florist 1
Lumber Dealer 1 Fruit Store 1
Machinist 1 Furniture 1
Manager, Branch 1 Insiirance 2
Mechanic 1 Junk Store 1
Poultry Dealer 4 Janitor 1
Railway, Street 1 Lunch Cart 1
Representative 1 Mechanic 8
Salesman 2 Merchant 4
Shoe Shop 17 Mill 19
Sign Co, Owner 1 Monumental Worker 1
Telephone 1 Moving Picture Operaror 1
Truck Driver 2 Office (coal) 1
Watchman, Mill 1 Policeman 1
Father Missing 1 Poultry Dealer 1
Mill 18 Printer 1
Not Living 4 Railroad 1










Total 82 Total 106
MOTHER:
Clerk 1 Bakery 1
Farm 1 Cook (Restaurant) 1
Home 58 Clerk 1
Mill 13 Farm 1
Not living 2 Home 83
Storekeeper 1 Housekeeper 1
Shoe Shop 2 Housework 1
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Careful study of Table 1. indicates clearly that the two
groups belong to the same general occupational level. They are
a random sampling of the usual occupations in an industrial
city. The fact that a larger percentage of the mothers in the
Experimental Group are engaged in occupations outside the home
might seem to indicate that the Experimental Group is slightly
lower in social status. On the other hand 17 of the Experi-
mental fathers are in shoe shops, 22 of the Regulars, while
18 of the Experimental are in mills and 19 of the Regulars are
also. In general, therefore, it seems fair to conclude that
from the standpoint of social status and general background
the tv;o groups are equal,
1 .
This study is in the natiire of a control experiment.
The pupils are paired* into two equivalent groups on
the basis of background and mental age. The first step,
therefore, has been to check the groups for equality on the
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preceding the giving of the various tests there was no
attempt at paired grouping. The complete data. from the tests
is contained in Table X in the Appendix for the Experimental
group and Table Y for the Regular group. These two tables
give the complete data for each child covering the age, the
teacher »s rating of pupil, intelligence scores, arithmetic
history, and the results of the various tests in arithmetic
together with the dates at which the tests were given.
1
.
By- the use of the McCall technique 34 pairs of girls
were carefully chosen as shown in Table 2, and 27 pairs of
boys as shown in Table 3. Tables 2 and 3 therefore become
the basic tables of the present study.
Table 2 follows herewith:
1, How to Experiment in Education, McCall p,45-49
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR READING JABLES E AND 5 19
Table 2 consists of paired groups of Girls.
Table 2 Boys.
Tables 2 and 2 are read beginning at the left as follows:
Column 1. Experimental pupil *s school and number
2. jPUpil^s age
H 2. Weighted score which consists of teacher *s <estimate
of pupil, and scores on Kuhlman-Anderson and
Haggerty Delta 2 Tests.
It 4. Results of Wilson 5P Test ('Addition) December 6, 1922
n 5. II II II 4P ” (.Subtraction) December 7, 1922
n 6. II It It 5P » ('Multiplication) Jan. 6, 1922
n 7. II It It 6P1 tt (: Short Div.) Jan. 9, 1922
It 8. It It It 6P2 tt ([Long Div.) Jan. 10, 1922
It 9. The average of all Wilson P (Process) Tests
It 10. Addition results on Wilson General Survey Form I Mar. 17, 1922
It 11. Subtraction ” It Tt IT IT It It
It 12. Multiplication tt IT n TT IT n
n 12. Division ” TT tT Tt TT IT n
II 14. Fractions " TT TT It It IT It
II 15. Business Arithmetic ” It II Tl tt
II 16. Total Score IT II It II II tl
II 17. Addition " tt Wilson General Survey Form II May 19/22
It 18. Subtraction »» II It II It II II
II 19. Multiplication It IT tt II II II
II 20. Division » IT TT II II II II
II 21. Fractions »’ Tl IT IT TT IT II
It 22. Business Arithmetic ” IT IT tt It
IT 22. Total Score tt TT TT IT It tt
II 24. Results of Composite Test I March 16/22
It 25. tt IT tt tr II May 17/ 22
ft 26. IT TT t’ tT III May 18/22





Regular pupil »s school and number
2?' (Repetition of columns 2-27) Paired.
Table 2 gives a detailed account of the paired groups of Girl s
' in order to make comparisons and note differences.
These results have been taken from the general tables.
Tables X and Y of the Appendix.
Table 2 gives a detailed account of the paired groups of Boys
treated the same as for the paired boys.
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Table 2. permits a direct comparison of the Experimental
Girls with the Regular Girls, comparing the summary at the
bottom and using column 2 under experimental and 2* under regu-
lar,' we observe that the average age for the experimental group
is 11,39 v/ith the Standard Deviation ,86* The girls in the
regular- group have an average age of 11,55 with Standard Devia-
tion ,99, In other words from the standpoint of age, the two
groups are closely identical. General identity of groups is
reinforced by matching pairs. The first girl in the experi-
mental group B7 is 11 years 1 month and is matched up with W6
the first girl in the regular group who is also llyears and 1
month, and so throiighout the table, the pairs are matched
as to age.
Comparing in a similar way column 3 \inder the experimen-
tal girls with 3* under the regular, we find that the weighted
score on the various intelligence tests are carefully matched.
Girl 1 experimental has a score of 502, girl 1 regular 504.11
and so throughout the table, the pairs are matched as to
weighted score.
Thus the attempt is made to carefully match a girl in
the experimental group with a girl of equal age and equal
intelligence in the regular group. The further data of Tables
2 and 3 relate more specifically to arithmetic and show the
progress of the individual in the two groups through the vari-
ous tests given during the year.
The v/eighted scores shown in column 3 and 3^ of Table-
2
are scores derived from Table X and Y of the Appendix, For.
instance the first girl in the experimental group B7 of

^able 2 is the same girl as B7 (#7) in Table X of the Appendix,
The B7 weighted score 503.81 is secured from columns 2-4-5-6 of
Table X by selecting multipliers which would give equal weighted




Table 2 for :he experimental and the comparable columns
4^ 5* 6* 7* 8* 9^ for the regulars show for the latter part
of December and the first part of January a comparison be-
tween the two groups on the fundamental processes. The
tests used were the Wilson Process Tests 3p, 4p, 5P, 6pl. and
6p2, (See exhibit tests in the Appendix,) These tests are
difficult enough to indicate sufficient mastery of the
respective processes provided they are completed within a
recent time and without counting or the saying of the tables.
The surprising thing is that the experimental girls after 3j
months of teaching of the fundamental processes make an
average score of 80.30 as against the regular average score
of 91.75 on the Wilson process Tests, In addition as shown
at the bottom of columns 4 and 4* the experimental group had
a score of 92,60 as against the score for regulars 91,30, In
other words, the experimental group were equal to the regular
group in addition. In subtraction, they were about 9 points
below, in multiplication about 9 points below, while in short
division and long division their difference was considerably
greater.
This would seem to Indicate that children when not
1. How to Experiment in Education, McCall P,52
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being regularly taught tend to learn addition. The explana-
tion is that they doubtless need addition enough in daily life
to justify learning it. There is of course the possibility
that these children were taught considerably by their parents
or older brothers and sisters.
On the other hand, long division seems to lag far behind
with the experimental group indicating either lack of usage
or lack of teaching or a more difficult process requiring
more time, -
A different type of test, the Wilson General Survey
Test, was given to the two groups on March 17, The data
for the experimental group are contained in columns 10
through 16 of Table 2 and the comparable data for the regular
girls in columns 10^ through 16 \ The perfect score for a-
section of the General Survey Test is 50, (See exhibit
test in Appendix for sample of General Survey Form I and
Form II,) Comparing the two groups on the General Survey
Form I, we find that the two groups at the middle of March
were practically identical in simple addition. On all
other processes, the regulars were ahead of the experimentals
and the difference was much greater in division, particularly
in long division. The difference on total scores in
the two tests was a difference of 25,40, (See columns 16
and 16 \)
A second form of the Wilson General Survey Test was
given the two groups on May 19 shown in columns 17 through
23 for the experimental girls and 17^ throiogh 23* for the
regular girls. Here again the two groups were equal in
. ™
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addition as shov/n by the average in column 17 and 17*. They
were approximately equal in subtraction and in multiplication.
In division the difference is very small. There was still
sizable difference in favor of the regulars in fractions. The
totals for the tests shoY/ed for the regulars a favorable dif-
ference of 15.45 out of a total possible score of 300,
The Composite Tests reported on in columns 24-25-26-27
for the experimental girls and 24* 25* 26* 27* for the regu-
lars is shown under the Appendix exhibits. This test, as will
be seen by examination in the Appendix, covers all the four
fundamental processes in a form a little more difficult than
in the Wilson Process Test. It appears therefore as a
fair general check at the close of the year. The use of the
Composite Tests shows that the experimental group in March
had a total score of 92.95 as shown at the bottom of column 24
against 95,75 for the regulars as shown at the bottom of 24^
In other words, in March the regulars were a -little ahead; in
May, two forms were used and the average at the bottom of
columns 25 and 26 compared with the average of columns 25^ and
26
^
shows that in May the two groups were almost identical in
scores on this particular test.
Table 3 shows the paired grouping of 27 experimental boys
against 27 regular, boys. With the boys as with the girls, the
effort was made to get in each pair two boys as nearly equal
one to the other as possible using age, teacher’s rating, and
%
tv;o intelligence test measures as a basis. The averages at
the bottom sho?/ the experimental boys v/ith an average age of
11,38 against that of the regular boys 11,36, The v/eighted
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score for the experimental boys was the average of the weighted
scores 486.95 against 486,40 for the regular boys.
The comparison of experimental boys and regular boys runs
very similar to the comparison of girls just made as based upon
Table 2. Columns 4 and 4^ of Table 5 show that in addition the
experimental boys in December were almost equal to the regular
boys in addition. Columns 5 and 5^ show that the experimental
boys were only about points below the regular boys in sub-
traction, In multiplication and division the differences were
greater and in long division still greater. The scores on the
General Survey Tests in March as shown in columns 10 to 16 for
T f
the experimental boys and 10 to 16 for the regular boys
sho7/s that in addition, subtraction, and multiplication in
March, the experimental boys were very nearly even with the
regular boys. In division the difference was larger and in
fractions still larger. On the other hand, the experimental
boys were equal to the regular boys in comprehension of simple
business situations as shov/n by the averages of columns 15 and
15^ of Table 3, In May, the differences in the Wilson General
Survey Tests were slightly less than in March, The total
scores in March were 235,80 and 216,85 or a difference of 18,95
while in May, the difference was only 10,
As with the girls so with the boys, the differences were
less on the Composite Tests, The score of the experimental
boys on the Composite Tests in May as shown by the average at
I t
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Table 4, This table shows the Medians, Averages, and Standard
26
Deviations for the paired groups
Age
weighted Score
1^' Wilson p Tfests;
i5P (Add; Dec. 6/32
4P (Subt) n 7/32
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91.47 89.55 7. t 9.10
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Table 5. This table shows the Medians, Averages, and Standard
2-7
Deviations for the paired groups of boys.








Med. AV# S, D. ; Reg.
Age 11.15 11.38
;
1.09 11,03 11.36 1.26 ; - .02-
Weighted Score 489.13 486,95
i








94.72 93.80 3.95 t S.60
4p (Subt) 7/32 91.50 87.30 14.65 5 93.61 89.90 6.70 2.60
5P (Mult) Jan. 6/33 85.32 78,60 14.55 ‘ 87.92 88.25 9.05
i
9.65
6P1 (S, D.) 9/33 82.50 74,70 20.30 90.42 89.55
'
11.15 ' 4.85
6P2 (L. n) " 10/33 81.25 68.05 28.05
1
90.17 86.55 ; 14.70 i <•18,50
Average 78.50 78.25 15.10 * ' 90.83 89.35 7.70 <•11.10
Wilson survey I:
March 17, 1933 1 i
i
Add. Section 1, 50. 46.85 4.90 ^ 50. ^ 47.20 i 4.65 i1 < .35
Subt. ” g. 50. 43.90 9. 49.50
,
46,75 i 6.70 11 <• 2.85
































Add, Section 1, 50, 45.75 ! 5.35 ^ ^ 50. 46,85 3.85
I
f 1,10
Subt. ” g. 1
1 49.06 46.40 ^ 8.65 . 50. 45.20 6.55
'
1- 1.20
Mult. ” S. ii 38.25 37.31
1
- 9.15 \ 36.50 ^! 36.40 8.50 :' - .91










27.87 11.20 30.50 30.70 6.10 ' <• 2,83
Total Score i222,50 '
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Composite 51 Mayl7 93.13 '
,
89.70 11.65 = * 93.25 91. 8,65 !<. 1.30
1933 1
i j
Composite ILI MaylS 94.58 93.25 8.05 96,25 94.35 7.60 U 1.10
” Average 93.50 i 92.02 9.25 ' 94.72 92.45 6.55
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Table 4 shov/s for the paired groups of girls the Median,
Average, and Standard Deviation for each group and in the last
column the excess or deficiency in score of the regular girls
on each of the items of the table. The number at the left of
Table 4 running from 1 to 27 correspond to the n\Ambers at the
top of Table 2 and so admit of direct comparison. The last
colvimn of Table 4 shows for the regular girl§ based upon the
average, the difference of score in terms of plus or minus.
Table 5 shov/s for the experimental and regular boys in
similar manner, a comparison of the siunmary data from Table 3.
The items of the table are numbered at the left from 1 to 27
corresponding with the numbers at the top of Table 3, The
last column at the right of Table 5 shows for the regular boys,
based upon the average, the comparative score in terms of plus
or minus.
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IV. ATTEMPT AT CORRECTION FOR SEPTEMBER DATAi
Due to the fact that an inventory test had not been given
immediately upon entrance to grade six because of the fact that
the study had not yet been contemplated, it was found advisable
to give the mid-year entering sixth grade an inventory test to
see how much arithmetic they possessed, though they had received
no formal training in arithmetic. Although these results cannot
serve as a^basis, nevertheless, they can serve as an indication
of what is possible.
Immediately upon entering the sixth grade at mid-year pro-
motion, January 1933, these pupils v/ho had had no formal
arithmetic v/ere given the five Wilson Process Tests in order
to see what would actually happen v/hen they were faced with
such a situation and to note what had been learned through
incidental teaching or had been gained from outside information.
Table Z of the Appendix shows a summary of the results of
administering the Wilson process Tests, 3P, 4p, 5P, 6pl and 6p2,
These children have advanced through the first five grades of
school without having been taiaght any formal arithmetic. Any
results v/hich the pupils have attained above zero is a decided
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Table 6 shows in summary form the data from Table Z* of the
Appendix in terms of Median, Average, and Standard
Deviation,









'10.97 ^ 10.63 ' .95
Addition 3P 83,75 1 82.20 16.30
subtraction 4P 41.66 : 47.65 30.
Multiplication 5P i 20. 27.05 25.70
Short Div, 6Pl .42 17.65 19.50
Long Div. 6P2 0.00
!
0,00 0.00 !
The summary scores on the process tests of Table 6. are
repeated in Table 7. and so arranged as to permit comparison
of scores as of September for the Experimental Group. That
is, the mid-year entering experimental sixth grade of January,
while it is not paired up for individuals with the experimen-
tal gj:*oup which carries the main story, may hov/ever, be taken
as indicating approximately what our experimental groups would
have done on the process tests had these tests been given them
in September,
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Table 7
^
process Tests 3p, 4p, 5P, 6pl and 6p2 for
Mid-year Entering Class Sixth Grade Experimental
Group and Sixth Grade Experimental Group,
Boys and girls combined,
^
Mid-year Entering i Sixth Grade Experimental Gain






Dec, 6/32 Dec, 7/32







6P1 B. Div, 17,65











The above table is read beginning at the left as follows;
Column 1, The averages of the ”pt» (process) Tests for the
Mid-year Entering Experimental Sixth Grade of
January 1933, The results have been taken from
Table Z,
Column 2, The averages for the Experimental September 1932
Sixth Grade, The tests were given Dec, 6-7/32.
and Jan, 6-9-10/33, A vacation interruption of
two weeks left approximately three and a half
months of formal training.
Column 3, The gain made in three and a half months by the
Experimental Sixth Grade group since the begin-
ning of school in September,
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The surprising revelation of Table 7 is the large amount of
gain made by the Experimental Group in the short period of three
and a half months. It undoubtedly raises the question in very
serious form as to whether or not the time previously devoted
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' Table 8, This table shows Surveys I and II for Experimental and
Regular Program Girls .
EXPERIMENTAL GIRLS REGULAR PROGRAM GIRLS






















47.05 46.60 - .55
Subt. 1 47% 05 47.05 5 .0.00 ' 46.75 47.05 * ,30
Mult. 38.40 42.50 t4.10 1 42,95 41,45 -1.50
Div, 42.65 44,65 2. 45.30 45.40 t .10
Frac
.
13.80 26.35 <-2.55 34,55 36,30 tl.75
Bus. Knov/. 32.80 27.35 -5.45 32,50 32.50 0.00
Total Score221.05 231.75 tl0.70
*
1
246.45 247.20 t .75
Table 9. This table shows Surveys I and II for Experimental and
Regular Program Boys.
EXPERIMENTAL BOYS REGULAR PROGRAM BOYS
!
1 2 3 1 i' ' 2' s’
Surveys


















46.35 45,. 75 -1.10 47.20 46.85 - .35
Subt. 43 .90 46.40 *2.50 46.75 45.-20 -1.55
Mult. 37.70 37.31 - .39 38.60 36.40 - .20
Div. 37.50 41.75 t4,25 42,85 42.10 - .75
Frac. 13.01 21.80 t8.79 34.75 26.55 -8.20
Bus. Know. 32.50 27.87 -4.63 32,75 30.70 -2.05
Total Score216,85 217.30 t .45 235.80 227.30 -8.50
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Table 8 shov/s that in the two months from the middle of
march to the middle of May the Experimental Girls make a total
gain of 10,70 out of a possible 300 on the Survey Tests while
the Regulars about stand still the gain being less than one
point. Even more surprising is the revelation from Table 9
that the Experimental Boys gain less than a point, namely .45
while on the other hand the Regular Boys lose 8,50,
The conclusions from Tables 8 and 9 are a little diffi-
cult. Apparently, although the Regulars have not reached
proficiency, they are not showing proper advancement. The
Experimental Boys with a gain of only ,45 have also not shovm
the proper advancement. It is possible that there should be
set up new standards and nev/ procedures for the attainment of
these standards.
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Table 10. This table shows the results of the (process)
Tests for both Experimental and Regular Program
Girls, These figures have been taken from Table 2
and have been arranged to permit a comparison of
the Experimental Girls with the Regular Program
npn Tests
Girls,
EXPERIMENTAL GIRLS REGULAR GIRLS
For RegularsDate
1
1 From Table 2, From Table 2.
3P lAdd) Dec, S/32 ' 92,60 91.30 - 1,30
4P (Subt) ” 7/32
1
,
88.95 97.26 t 8.'31
5P (ult) Jan, 6/33 80,45 89,55 f 9.10
6Pl (S.D.) tt 9/33 80. , 95.90 ^<•15, 90




5hov/s that after approximately six years of
formal training in arlthimetic as compared to three and a
half months for the Bxperimentals, the Regular Program
Girls have only a greater advantage of:
8.31 for 4P (subtraction)
9.10 n 5P (Multiplication)
15.90 n 6P1 (short Division)
27,10 II 6P2 (Long Division)
A loss 11 3P (Addition) of 1.30
Table 11, This table shows the results of the ”P« (process)
Tests for both Experimental and Regular program
Boys, These figures have been taken from Table 3
and have been arranged to permit a comparison of
the Experimental Boys with the Regular Program
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(Table 11. continued) ! 1 36
EXPERIMENTAL BOYS i REGULAR BOYS
ffpit Tests Date From Table 3,
1
; From Table 3, For Regulars
SP (Add) Dec. 6/3^ 91,20
;
93,80 t 2,60




5P (Mult) Jan. 6/33 78.60
!
(
' 88,25 t 9.65











Table 11. shows that after approximately ‘ six years of
formal training in arithmetic as compared to three and a
half months for the Experimentals, the Regular. Program
Boys have only a greater advantage of:
2.60 for 3P (Addition)
2.60 " 4P (Subtraction)
9.65 " 5P (Multiplication)
14.85 ” 6pl (short Division)
18.50'" 6P2 (Long Division)
From Tables 10 and 11, we may conclude that the
lead or advantage held by the Regular Program Boys, as
well as Regular Program Girls, does not seem sufficient
to warrant the great expenditure of time devoted to
formal arithmetic. It raises the question as to whether
or not the returns are commensurate with the time invested.
Comparing Tables 10 and 11, we find that with the ex-
ception of addition and multiplication the Regular Program
Girls hold a greater advantage over the Regular Program
Boys.
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Table 12, This table shows the results of Composite Tests I, II,
and III for the Experimental and Regular Program Girls.
It also shows gain -or loss over each preceding test.
Results have been taken from Table 2,
Composite signifies all five! processes combined.
Comp .
I
Comp. II Gain * Comp, III Gain Gain
March May ‘May III III






EXPERIMENTAL GIRLS 92.95 94.10 tl.l5 96.20 t2.10 t 3.25







Table 12 shoY/s straight gains on the part of the Exper-
imental Girls and a loss on the part of the Regular program
Girls; For the Experimental Girl^ a gain of 1.15 on Comp. II
over Comp. I, a gain of 2.10 on Comp. Ill over Comp. II, and
3,25 on Comp, III over Corap, I, For the Regular Program
Girls, a loss of 1.50 on Comp, II over Comp, I, a gain of 2,65
on Comp, III over Comp.H, and a gain of 1.15 on Comp. Ill
over Comp. I.
At the conclusion of one school year which included the
learning of the tables and all five processes, we find the
Experimental Girls attaining an average on the Composite
Tests as high as 96,20 as compared to 96.90 for the Regular
Program Girls and a gain of 3,25 over the first composite
test taken as compared with 1.15 for the Regular program
Girls, It seems fair to conclude that the Regular Girls
are pivoting around the same point.
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Table 15 . This table shows the results of Composite Tests I, II,
and III for the Experimental and Regular Program Boys.
It is treated in similar manner as Table 12 and shov/s
gain or loss over each preceding test.
Results have been taken from Table 3,




Comp. I Comp. II Gain Comp. Ill Gain Gain
March May May III III
16/33 17/33 18/33 over over
Tab,3 Tab,i Tab,3 II I
EXPERIMENTAL BOYS i 88';80 39.70 ^.90\dZ>.2b t3.55 -4.45
REGULAR PROGRAM BOYS 94. 91, -3.00 94.35 -3.35 - .35
Table 13 shows straight gains on the part of the Exper-
imental Boys and a loss on the part of the Regular Program
Boys: For the Experimental Boys, a gain of ,90 on Comp, II
over Comp, I, a gain of 3,55 on Comp, III over Comp. II, and
a gain of 4,45 on Comp, III over Comp. I. For the Regular
Program Boys, a loss of 3 points on Comp. II over I, a gain
of 3,35 on Comp, III over II, and a gain of .35 on Comp, III
over Comp. I,
At the conclusion of one school year which included the
learning of the tables and all five processes, we find the
Experimental Boys attaining an average on the Composite Tests
as high as 93,25 as compared to 94,35 for the Regular Pro-
gram Boys and a gain of 4,45 over the first composite test
taken as compared with ,35 for the Regular Program Boys,
The Regular program Boys with only an advance of ,35 shows
that they, like the Regular Program Girls are pivoting
around the same point. This would tend to indicate a great
waste in the present method of teaching formal arithmetic.
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CONCLUSIONS
In summarizing the data obtained in this arithmetic study
the following conclusions may be stated:
1, Addition and subtraction are the two processes most
common in the life of the child and their acquire-
ment takes place to a considerable extent through in-
cidental teaching of the schoolroom and Information
learned outside* Table 6 shows the attainment of
32,20 in addition and 47*65 in subtraction at the
time of entering the sixth grade, having had no
formal arithmetic in school*
' 2 , Children below the sixth grade learn little in multi-
plication, short division, long division, and frac-
tions* See Table 6. Also Tables 4 and 5.
3. Sixth grade children can be brought up to level of
traditional teaching very rapidly* In 3^ months,
addition can be brought up to 91*40 which is only 1*67
below those who have had formal training for five
years previous to entering the sixth grade* Subtrac-
tion, multiplication, short division, and long division
show far greater possibilities; for example, a gain of
37*17 in subtraction, 49*25 in multiplication, 54*85
in short division, and a gain of 59,57 in long division
in three and a half months* The more difficult the
process, the greater has been the gain. See Table 6,
Also Table X in the appendix,
4. pupils who have not had formal arithmetic over an ex-
tended length of time show greater gains.
See Tables 8, 9, 12, and 13,
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5, Individual differences are as pronounced in arithmetic
as they are in the attainment of mental scores.
See Tables X and Y of the Appendix, Also Table Z.
6, A study of the data indicates that more attention should
be given to individual differences.
See Tables X and Y of the Appendix, Also Table Z.
7, Experimental girls, as well as boys, have attained ranks
equal to or greater than those v/ho have followed the
regular program.
See Tables 8, 9, 12, and 15,
8, The results of this study cast doubt upon whether we are
justified in devoting five years to the drilling of formal
arithmetic.
See Tables 6 and 7 for the gain in 3| months.
The difference in scores on Surveys I and II shows how
much progress can be made in 2 months. See Tables 8 and 9,
out of a possible score of 300, the Experimental Girls
attain a rank of 221,05 on Survey I and 231,75 on Survey II,
a gain of 10,70 in 2 months. In comparison, the Regular
Program Girls secure a score of 246,45 on Survey I and 247,20
on Survey II, a gain of ,75
The Experimental Boys attain a rank of 216,85 on Survey I
and 217,30 on Survey II as compared to 235,80 for the Regular.-
program Boys on Survey I and 227,30 on Survey II, Thus the
Experimental Boys gain less than a point but the Regular
Program Boys lose 8,50, see Tables 8 and 9,
9, In formal arithmetic therd is a decided tendency to pivot
aroiind the same point. See tables 12 and 13,
On the Composite Tests the Experimental Girls attain scores
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of 92.95, 94,10, and 96.20 which show straight gains
as compared to 95,75, 94,25, and 96,90 which shov/s a drop.
The Experimental Boys attain scores of 88,80, 89.70, and 93.25
as compared to 94, 91, and -94.35, The Experimental Boys show
straight gains while the Regular program Boys are still at 94.
See Tables 12 and 13.
The v/riter recognizes the limitations of the study.
There are only 61 matched pairs. The study is limited
to a single city. The effort has been made to spread the
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SUPT, BENEZET»S REASON FOR THE EXPERIMENTj,
An interview with Mr. Benezet regarding his deferred formal
arithmetic plan brought forth the following introductory remarks
nwe have been chloroforming children »s reasoning powers. We
have been drilling them in formulae and tables to the detri-
ment of their reasoning ability” Mr. Benezet elaborated by
saying that subjects should be taught which are near to the
child »s Interests and more in touch with his daily life. He
maintains that much more vital and valuable material should
be placed within the pupils reach. He is staunch in his be-
lief that childrens t minds should be stored with interesting
material instead of being cluttered with xminteresting matter
and advocates only those materials and methods which make for
mental expansion. Mr. Benezet »s objective is to get children
to reason. He maintains that children should read all they
possibly can and then be able to discuss intelligently what
they have read, Mr. Benezet says, ”The greatest drawback in
America to educational progress is that the best minds in
many cases are not worked to capacity.” It is his convic-
tion that formal arithmetic drilled before the child »s rea-
soning powers are developed is one of the underlying causes
for stunted reasoning powers. It is also his contention that
much valuable time is being lost because of persistence in
clinging to traditional methods for no better reason than the
fact that it has always been done that way in the past. He
maintains that due to this traditional attitude, pupils do
1. Annual Report of the School Committee
Manchester, N. H. 1930 P,6
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not get enough live material nor proper incentives and there-
fore drift through school without very much effort because it
is so easy for them to surpass their mediocre comrades.
Mr. Benezet feels that greater intellectual powers can
be secured by warding off material which makes for mental
stunting and substituting in its place content in which the
children find enjoyment, as well as things common to their
understanding, experience, and environment. This is his rea-
son for deferring formal arithmetic to a later grade.
The experiment of deferring formal arithmetic to Grade
six was prompted by Mr. Benezet »s arithmetic survey in his
schools, which forcefully brought to his attention the fact
that there was a decided need for a change in the curriculum.
He learned many revealing facts regarding the failure of
children to apply what they had learned. ”The result of this
inquiry was that more pressure was put upon teachers in the
middle grades to get the children to express themselves, to
talk E^^glish, to guess, to estimate, to reason. In four
rooms, with the permission of the parents, an experiment was
tried. Teachers were told to soft-pedal the mechanical
arithmetical drills and to concentrate on reasoning, estima-
ting, and on self-expression. They were asked to give the
children a great number of books to read, and to encourage
oral English in telling the story of these various books.
They were supplied with books on Elementary Science, with
readers dealing with health habits, with books on good citi-
zenship, supplementary readers in Geography and History, etc.
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ttThe results were astonishing as far as the developing of
fluency in English was concerned. Toward the end of the
school year, the superintendent, with his secretary, visited
rooms of a certain grade throughout the city and compared the
ability to express themselves of children who had followed the
traditional course of study with that of those who had had
this special training. It was surprising to note the differ-
ence. In one room taught under the traditional method, not
a single child could be induced to stand up and tell the story
of any book or anecdote that he had read; while in the exper-
imental rooms children vied with each other for^the privilege
of reciting. Next the superintendent tested some of these
same rooms on their ability to reason arithmetical problems,
and found to his great pleasure that the children solved prob-
lems- in an intelligent manner unknown to those who had merely
been taught the mechanical processes and the routine of drill. »»
In concluding his discussion Mr, Benezet says, ^The superin-
tendent will be the first to admit it if the verdict of the
upper grade teachers who receive these pupils is that they are
not well fitted to go on as those who have been brought up on
the traditional curriculum. n in his vrords are disclosed his
courageous attitude to face facts while seeking to eliminate
educational stagnation. The following, also, is expressive of
Mr; Benezet; ^The stream of life is moving around us, and if
we throw down an anchor with the avowed purpose of remaining
stationary, we soon find ourselves hopelessly behind the on-
!•
ward rush of progress,
w
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Some teachers, new in the experiment, have steered clear of
all arithmetic but Mr. Benezet’s idea is really to teach any
arithmetic as the need comes up but not on the plane of formal
drill. It is therefore evident that some of the teachers are
also adjusting themselves in the experiment. If any gains are
in evidence now, they should prove far greater at a later date
when the teachers are more experienced in this nev; manner of
teaching arithmetic. It must be remembered, also, that a.
teacher^s attitude is also a determining factor in the high
attainment of any experiment.
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A DEMONSTRATION LESSON
VERSUS
SUPT. BENEZET^S BELIEFS AND FINDINGS
The writer learned that Supt, Benezet was to conduct a
DEMONSTRATION LESSON at the School Administration Building for the.
Sixth Grade teachers of the city (Manchester, New Hampshire) with
one of the EXPERIMENTAL groups as his class (Lincoln School) and,
therefore,- asked for the privilege of being present. The request
was granted and it proved, indeed, a pleasure and a; privilege to
witness superior teaching by a superior teacher, for Mr. Benezet
meets the children on their own ground and then through a gradual
development brings them, as quickly as possible, to higher levels
of thinking.
The lesson v/as based on WAR DEBTS and Mr. Benezet began by
asking the children to recall what he had told them in their
classroom at a previous meeting. This previous lesson had evi-
dently dealt with foreign countries for in response to Mr.
Beneaet^s questions, he received certain definite information
from them pertaining to the administrative offices of our own
Nation, City, and State but with the emphasis on the Nation and
the president »s Cabinet. In relation to the V/ar Department as
well as from the recognition of vast amounts of money owed the
United States on foreign debts, Mr. Benezet, by means of a pie
diagram v/hich he drew on the board, led the children to ai com-
parison of the amount of money spent for education and battleships
and this in turn brought them to an appreciation of the extrav-
agances and destructions of war. The type of thinking the chil-
dren were doing is exemplified by one young ster»s opinion that
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the United States needs a peace as well as War Department in its
Cabinet,
True, to Mr, Eenezet»s statements, quoted at the very outset
of this study, the children were on their feet every chance they
could possibly get to tell all they knew. They were free to think
and, indeed, made the most of every opportunity. One could see
mental expansion in actual operation, and also observe satisfactions
register, when accredited with right answers or worthwhile opin-
ions for every second broiight something to challenge their inter-
ests, and which they had to reach high to get. The teachers pres-
ent saw no parasites but rather children who y/ere taking a delight
in independent intelligent thinking. These children ytere very
much alive and there was not a single instance of a child being
self-conscious or wishing to be over-looked. These children
were free and unhampered by formal procedure and v/ere finding
themselves a part of the great world and scheme of things in which
their knowledge and opinions mingled with those of older folks.
They were transmitting and acquiring knowledge, and by means of
directed guessing, when in doubt, were developing {judgment. These
children of a sixth grade were, indeed, laying the foundation for
worthwhile thinking and judgment which is so essential to inblli-
gent citizenship. These active and thinking individuals not only
transmitted and received knowledge but also lived and felt the
things they talked about because they were being brought up on
Mr, Eenezet»s formulae for "INTELLECTUAL CURIOSITY".
Mr, Benezet summarized his demonstration lesson by saying
that the teachers had witnessed a fair sample of the way he found
children reacting under his experimental program. He asked the
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teachers to be ready to suggest what they would like to have in
an ideal curriculum. He asked them to omit past prejudices,
stereotyped convictions, and to think only of the children and
what they should be learning. The following was his declaration;
wi am v/illing to scrap the whole old fashioned curriculum.” He
stated that he wanted the children; 1, To read. 2. To get up
and recite. 3, To reason, and to guess if necessary, 4, To
have intellectual curiosity. He also stated that he wanted the
children to acquire ability to gain thought from the printed
page and to be able to translate v/hat they have read into good
English, also, to create a desire to go and look things up, for
next to knowing Mr. Benezet believes, is—knov/ing where to find
it, Mr. Benezet stated that the tyraiiny of the dead is still
strong in education and that we must overcome this and approach
education from an entirely new viewpoint.
The writer appreciated the opportunity of being present
during the lesson for it allowed a check-up of any possible gains
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(In order to secure information regarding the children, the follov/-
inf data was called for.)
TO THE PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER GIVING ARITHI^IC TESTS;
Will you please ask the pupils to write out the data' called
for below and hand in these papers together with your estimate
of their rating in class? Will you give this approximate rating
in figures?
This material is to be put in the same envelope with the




Father * s work (If not working at the present time, tell
what he did before he stopped.)
Mother ^ s work (if she takes care of the home, say so. If
she goes out to work in the mill, shoe shop,
or the like, you may say so.)
(This is to be volimtary on the part of the
children.)
Date of birth ; Year-month-day
pupil t s age when school began this September.
history; (Extra ^'omotions; six years for six grades;
or has any grade or grades been repeated.
Full particulars.)
Arithmetic history; (How much arithmetic previous to present
grade?)
For the teacher; When pupil passes in his paper to youp will you
make a note of his approximate class rating in
figures? Add any information you wish.

5S
INSTRUCTIONS FOR READING TABLES X AND Y , EXPERIMENTAL AND
REGULAR GROUPS.

















pupil »s school and number,
pupil *s age.
Grade history. The nimber of years in school.
Teacher »s estimate of the pupil »s general class rating,
Kuhlman-Anderson mental score. Jan. 11/33
Haggerty Delta 2 mental score, Jan. 12/33
Arithmetic history. The amount of formal arithmetic.
fl 8, Results of Wilson 3P Test . TAddition) Dec . 6/32
ft 9. TT n n 4P ” (Subtraction) TT 7/32
TT 10. n TT TT 5P ” (Multiplication) Jan . 6/33
n 11, TT TT TT 6P1.” (Short Division) TT 9/33
TT 12. TT n TT 6P2.” (Long Division) TT lC/33 -
n 13. Average of all Wilson ”P” (Process) Tests,
TT 14. Results of Composite Test I. March 16/33
TT 15. TT TT TT n II. May 17/33
TT 16. n TT TT TT III. May 18/33
TT 17. Average of all Composite !rests.
TT 18. {.Addition on the Wilson General Survey Form I Test. March
TT 19. (^Subtraction ” n TT TT TT TT
n 20. (JMultiplication TT TT TT TT TT
n 21, (^Division ” TT TT TT TT TT
TT 22, (Ipractions ” n IT TT TT TT
TT 23. 1 Business Arithmetic TT TT TT n
TT 24. ( Total Score on V/ilson TT TT TT TT
IT 25, Addition on the Wilson general Survey Form
. II Test. May
If 26 , Subtraction » TT IT TT n TT
TT 27, Multiplication” TT TT TT IT TT
TT 28. Division ” TT TT TT IT TT
TT 29. Fractions ” TT TT TT TT IT
TT 30. Business Arithmetic” IT TT IT IT
TT 31. Total Score on TT TT TT TT IT
I
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SUMMARY FOR TABLES X AND Y
EXPERIMENTALS _ REGULAR PROGRAM _ . For
Med. AV. S. D. Med. AV. S. D. Reg.
Ages 11.21 11.46 1.72 11.60 11.91 1.23 f .45
History .34 .77 1.21 4.30 4.77 1.16 if 4.
Teacher »s Rating 82. 5P 80. 2Q 11.65 78.95 77.50 15.15 - 2,70
Kuhlman-^derson 68.75 66,88 14.75 75.29 74. 3P 13. t- 7.42
Haggerty Delta S .80.83 80.40 19.10 86.88 86.38 14.55 t 5,98
Dec. 6-7/32 and
Jan. 6-9-10/33
Inventory; Av. 77.91 76.46 15.10 92,20 91,04 6.55 fl4.58
Add. 93.41 91.40 6.70 95,47 93.07 7.25 t 2.67
Subt. 90.38 84.82 16.60 95.79 94,10 5.90 t 9.28
Mult. 80,36 76,30 14.75 90,66 88.68 7.65 fl2.38
S. Div. 79.17 72.50 22,05 95,10 91.32 9.05 rl8.82












95.78 94.05 6.70 « 7.49
Composite II 92.14 86.86 15.65 94.59 93.45 7.55 f 6,59





Add. Sec.l. 50. 47.09 5,10 50, 47,58 4.10 t .49
Subt .ft 2, 47.84 45.16 9. 1 49.45 48.28 5. 3,12
Mult .ft 3
,
34.77 35.60 11.70 ' 42.69 42.10 8.90 6.50
Div. ft 4, 34,26 36.55 12.65 44.54 43.71 9.20 7.16
Frac .ft 5
.
9.67 14.86 14,15 34.84 32,90 14.25 4-28.04
B. Know. 6, 31.88 31.28 8,75 52.84 32.65 7,60 4- 1.37
Total Score 213.75 211.10 29.50 248,75 243.26 29,05 4-32.16
survey II;
May 19/33
Add. Sec.l. 50, 45.84 5,85 50. 46.70 4.40 t .86
Subt .ft 2 49.88 46,20 9.50 50, 46.05 5.10 t 2.35
Mult .ft 3 37.64 36.01 10.70 39.32 39.10 8.60 t 3,09
Div. ft 4 . 42,50 40.81 10.60 44.24 44. 7.15 t 3.19
Frac .ft 5 . 24.72 22.50 12.20 34. 31,35 13.70 4- 8.85
B. Know. 6. 26.39 26.98 9.25 31.25 31,25 10.40 t 4.27
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MID-YEAR ENTRANCE CLASS TO THE SIXTH GRADE JANUARY 1935,
NO FORMAL TRAINING IN ARITHMETIC.








Addition Subtraction; Mult, Sho:
Div•
Mid-Bl 10 70 0 0 0
Mid-B2 10 79 26 0 3
Mid-B3 10 45 0 0 0
Mid-B4 10 41 19 0 0
Mid-B5 12 72 36 0 8
Mid-B6 10 92 1 14 7
Mid-B7 10 59 0 14 0
Mid-B8 10 59 0 15 0
Mid-B9 11 31 17 0 0
Mid-BlO 12 45 1 0 0
Mid-Bll 11 86 38 31 14
Mid-Bl2 11 61 0 0 0
Mid-B13 11 84 34 14 1
Mid-B14 11 76 15 20 8
Mid-B15 11 66 26 0 0
Mid-B16 10 81 35 13 7
Mid-B17 12 90 24 2 7
Mld-B18 11 59 1 0 0
Mid-B19 10 76 41 0 1
Mid-B20 10 90 30 0 0
Mid-B21 11 86 25 28 3
Mid-B22 10 47 8 3 0
Mid-B23 11 76 23 0 0
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Mid-Ll 10 96 90 38 26 0
Mid-L2 14 69 53 15 2 0
Mid~L3 10 88 62 28 4 0
Mid-L4 10 92 27 12 3 0
Mid-L5 10 89 92 48 9 0
Mid-L6 10 91 79 42 7 0
Mid-L7 10 71 44 17 5 0
Mid-L8 9 94 87 42 9 0
Mid-L9 10 95 68 26 3 0
Mid-LlO 11 71 51 26 3 0
Mid-Lll 10 88 70 22 3 0
Mid-Ll2 11 97 87 9 1 0
Mid-L13 11 82 66 33 11 0
Mid-L14 12 88 46 17 2 0
Mid-Ll5 9 77 58 31 4 0
Mid-L16 10 77 41 23 3 0
Mid-L17 10 93 67 28 3 0
Mid-LlS 12 94 68 26 0 0
Mid-Yl 11 62 26 0 0 0
Mid-Y2 11 83 39 26 0 0
Mid-YS 11 98 34 31 8 1
Mid-Y4 15 95 41 0 16 2
Mid-Y5 10 66 39 0 0 0
Mid-Y6 11 64 28 11 3 0
Mid-Y7 11 95 40 34 15 0
Mid-Y8 11 76 39 0 10 0
Mid-Y9 11 89 40 38 78 0
Mid-YlO 10 73 70 36 20 0
Mid-Yll 11 70 28 19 12 0
Mid-Yl2 11 72 35 13 6 0
Mid-Y13 11 67 37 14 10 0
Mid-Y14 10 78 26 0 9 0




Age 10.97 10.63 .95
Addition 83.75 82.20 16.30
Subtraction 41.66 47.65 30.
Multiplication 20. 27.05 25.70
Short Division .42 17.65 19.50
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AMOUNT OF WORK DONE AND PERSONAL REACTIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL
TEACHF.RS
Mr. Benezet has permitted each experimental teacher to work
out her o?/n arithmetic program with the understanding that at
the end of two years these pupils must be ready for high school
work.
In order to make a .study of how much formal arithmetic in-
struction these experimental pupils had had up to the time of
the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Process Tests, December 6, 193E,
and how much could really be accomplished in the short space of




How much work have you accomplished since the beginning of
school in September to December 6, 1932? (First semester) In
detail, list all materials used and emphasize any particulars.
Will you kindly state whether you anticipated any of the
last three process tests, and taught anything in advance of
your program?
Will you kindly state your personal reactions to the exper-
iment to date? (December 6, 1932)
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EXPERIMENTAL TEACHERS^ REACTIONS TO THE WORK
Comments of Teacher #1,
I have made out an account of the work taught (from
September 1932 to February 6, 1933) to the children
who took the tests in arithmetic. This was an ex-
perimental group and had had no formal arithmetic
prior to September 1932.
Anticipating what these tests might contain,
I taught multiplying, by zeros in multipliers and
by three and four place multipliers, and dividing,
by three figure divisors and zeros in quotient, in
advance of my original plan.
I feel very much satisfied with the results of
these tests. They have convinced me that, formerly
much precious time was wasted, or made much less
pleasant for the children, who were trying to master
the work which has been covered by these children,
in one-half year.
This work has been accomplished with great en-
'thusiasm on the part of the children who looked for-
ward eagerly to this period.
Reports from the teacher, who now has the major-
ity of these children, are very gratifying. She states
that the children are sure of their fundamentals and
work independently with much more accuracy than children
of traditional groups. They grasp work much more quickly
and much of the boresome drill is thus eliminated.
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Comments of Teacher #S ;
Personally, I feel that the children as a whole did
very well on the tests considering the short time arith-
metic has been taught,
I feel that the tests are proving the contention
that arithmetic can be deferred until the fifth or sixth
grade with great profit, I feel, after watching the
experiment in this class for four years, that the exper-
iment is accomplishing its end, I feel more than satis-
fied with my results.
Comments of Teacher #5 *
The test results were as good as I expected. The
pupils are slov/ thinkers and the results compare no
higher than the rest of their work.
Comments of Teacher #4 ;
The results were as good, and in some cases better
than I expected
; g^ *r»fia£giT. "to sSj^pjauQ
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At the beginning of this study it was stated that there was-
a break in time betv/een the addition and subtraction tests given
December 6-7, 1932 and the multiplication, short division, and
long division tests given January 6-9-10, 1933 due to a delay in
receiving these tests from the publishers and also the interven-
tion of the Christmas vacation. In requesting whether or not
the teachers had taught anything in advance of their program, it
y^as the intention of the writer to note the reaction of the
teachers and pupils and to see what had been accomplished if this
emergency time had been utilized.
As a result of the request, the following information v/as
submitted and shows that two out of the four experimental
classes had not yet finished learning the processes which they
were now called upon to do.
The following substantiates the above;
Teacher #1.
»»Anticipating what these tests might contain, I taught
multiplying by zeros in multipliers and by three and four
place multipliers and dividing, by three figure divisors
and zdros in quotient, in advance of my original plan.”
Teacher #2.
"Introduced a little long division but only as an aid, and
a chance to see what they would do with it in the test,
(It does not yet come in our v/ork.) Taught it in about
six demonstrations comparing it v;ith short division, but
no solid, lengthly drill as yet on long division."
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STATEMENT OF WORK ACCQMPLISHSD
Information furnished by Teacher #1
Arithmetic taught in 6B from September to February 3, 1933
I, Reading and writing Arabic numbers through millions
II. Addition
A. 100 Combinations
B. Addition of whole numbers
1. single column (two, three, etc. to ten addends)
2. Two, three, four, and five place numbers (with and
without carrying) seven addends, including zeros in
some addends
3. Broken columns, or addends with different numbers of
digits
C. Addition of United States money
D . Checking
III. subtraction (Additive Method)
A. 100 Combinations
B. Subtraction of whole numbers
1. Subtract two, three, four, five, and six place subtra-
hends from two, three, four, five, six and seven place
minuends (with and without carrying)
2. Zeros in minuend, in subtrahend, and in both
C. Subtraction of United States money
D. Checking
IV. Multiplication
A. Tables through twelves
B. Multiplying two, three, four, and five place multiplicand
by one, two, three, and four place multipliers
C. Multiplying by zeros in multiplicand and multiplier
.
United States money (decimal point in product)D
it- ‘i3rios0T cioJci ^^x^tc'triX
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1, Four and five place dividends
2, Writing remainders as fractions
3, Zeros in dividend
4, U. S. money as a dividend
5, Checking by multiplication
6* Finding averages
C. Long division
1. Two and three figure divisors
2. Final zeros in divisors and dividends
3. Zeros in divisors and dividends
4. Zeros in quotient
5. U. S. money (dividend)
6. Checking by multiplication
Roman Numerals through
Denominate numbers
A*. Dry-Qt , -pk . -bu
,







1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, and 1/9 of any number
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Information furnished by Teacher §2
Started arithmetic September 5, 193^
Text used—Strayer Upton Book I
Ala: To cover everythiiag carefully, as far as possible, during
the school year to prove how mich children can quickly absorb
after a long period of no arithmetic whatsoever until 6B Grade,
due to the fact that their minds are then ready to quickly
grasp the meaning of the printed page because of the intensive
drill for five years on 3aglish spoken and written.
On December £1, 1932
A period of 14 weeks 2 days
ISj weeks
63 actual school days
31^. hrs. of teaching









IV. Also taught the terms us<^d and the proof process for each
of the four typos.
V. Intro-iuced a little long division, but only as ?ji aid, .aid
a chaiCG to see what they could do with it iii the test. (It
does not yet come in our work.) Taught it in about six
demonstrations, comparing it with short division,, but no
lengthily drill as yot on long division.
® y: •
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VI. Took up the tables of
1. Liquid Measure
2 . Dry »»
3 . Linear »»
4. The use of a Scale of Measure
VII. Took up—Dividing a whole into parts
1/2 , 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7 of numbers
VIII. Took up:-
1. Reading and writing numbers to one million
2. Pointing off three places from the right in whole
numbers
IX. Taughtt-
1. Dollar sign and cents
2. Decimal point in dollars and cents
3. The right of a decimal point equals less than a whole
Information furnished by Teacher #5
in September, I reviewed the four fundamental processes and
from that I taught addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division of fractions.
I am now teaching the adding of decimals.
This room was partly experimental.
Ic -drt viu 'fooT .17
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Information furnished by Teacher #4
In preparation for the tests given to the 6B class in arith-
metic, I gave no special or advance instruction on the subject to
be given but simply followed the outline I had planned, I have
twenty-minute periods daily in arithmetic besides using flash
cards or drill on tables for five minutes. In the fifth grade,
the pupils had some problems and work in the four fundamentals
and simple fractions but no drill nor special period for arith-
metic.
The work the 6B class has done beginning in September 1932
is as follov/s;
Addition; columns of one figure; columns of two, three,
and four figures; dollars and cents; problems;
flash cards and oral drill work.
Subtraction; examples and problems with one, two, three




by one, two, and three figures; by 10, 100,
and 1000; by a number ending in a 0; flash cards
and oral drills. Multiplication tables 2 to 12
inclusive
,
Division; short division; long division by two figures; a
few simple examples with a three-figure divisor;
flash cards; problems; dollars and cents in divi-
dend, Fractional parts of numbers as 1/4, 3/4,
1/3, 2/3, etc.
Fractions; fractional parts; reducing to lowest terms; re-
ducing improper fractions; adding fractions as
4ths and 8ths, 3rds and 6ths; subtraction of
-'.'iJiia Zi:£,lij qd 9i^ oJ’ aisvlji acTee^ 9ffi *io'I roic^i^’i/vra-Tq lij
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sfaa-Tg iU Ui sfl^ III ,acyj£fff2m evil lol snlbs-t no Illzt zo abzao
zuol sdd' nl Xzow bnn aiaeSdo^rri siaos bisri ariquq yrfJ
-d^izB zol bcirtfq J^loaqs zon Lllzb on ai:oljoj:zl olq^uiz bn^
.L'lcfera
liSGi 'leafseladC nJ: ^niuiii^scf oiict ssd. cejrlo So idj >i*xow OiiT
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;3 j ee-TtfeXi: owd noXslvXb gneX ^no±?!Xvib Xioris ^trrolaiTiO
rxosXvijb b nbXvn B^iqrnxjXD eXqaia wsl
-i'/Xb xxX aX'nec boB aifiJXob ^ 'im9ldo'iq’'iEb'xso riSBl'i
>\5 ^i^XX 2 B szedaLffi to ad'iBq Xe.aoijOBT'i .baeJb
-9'x ^aicisX ^?.£?/cX gaXof/b.r't '^a:J-*r.aq lanoiXotiil -.enQ^xp.-sT^-:
2B aaoXXoail snXijDa ^enoid'jsi't- leqoKxral gniowb
lo aoX X 0/5*1 .td»7a ^^rCaS briB abz^ ,3r£dB bfiB arij-f-
fractions (without borrowing); adding and subtracting
of simple mixed numbers.
Simple examples in denominate numbers using tables of





Arranged and standardized by M. E. Haggerty, University of Minnesota
My name is. Crl I am a
Write boy or girl
This is the
My next birthday will be....
The name of my school is.
The name of my state is . .
-day 1 9. ...1-3 1 am. ..years old.
.19 .,3J$ I am in -half of Grade. ..5^
% The name of my city (county) is ...........h..
Ar J
Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
(To be read silently by pupils while examiner reads aloud)
This little book contains some exercises which will show how well you can do
certain things. Some of the things are very easy and some are very hard. There
are six exercises in all. You will be shown them one at a time and will finish
each one before you see the next one. Do not turn any page until you are told
to do so. As soon as you turn the page, lift your pencil, with your elbow on your
desk, and do not put your pencil down until we have read the instructions and
until I say, GO !
Now turn the page to Exercise 1.
Exercise 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Score
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1920 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, hie: delta 2-25
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6i ajnpBjnuBta ApraBj aip ssauisnq ijpij;osi3 oj 3uiib| 3j luja; b si iuiB3ouoi/\[ 61
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o£ SJBUIIUB ^9JJ sqooj SJ9AU UIOJJ pSUjB^qO SI 9Tnp9djnX oi;
sj9jsio s;uBqd9p sj99J 'BSTnui uiojj pauiB^qo aaB spuoxuBiQ 6z
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t^i 3jnqu9pmH a3jO90 pZon B[ooa uosp^a. sbm saniuB paipB aqj jo japuBuiuioa aqj^ ti
£j uBpisZqd j9qoB9Jd jaipps IOJob'ub sb pajou si updBqQ aqJBq3 Si
qMo|_9jraBJ3 asjoq moo jo puiq b si ujoq3aq aqj^ zi
jj ^g^ ^ sXBp JO jaquinu aqj^ ii
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1. Read this question: Do cats see? NO YES
The right answer is Yes
;
so a line is drawn under Yes.
2. Read the next question: Is coal white? NO YES
The right answer is No
;
so a line is drawn under No.
Below are a great many more questions. Read them carefully, one at a time, and draw a
line under the right answer. When you are not sure, guess.
1. Do dogs run ? YES, NO
2. Can a doll sing ? YES NO,
3. Does the sun shine ? YES NO
4. Do men drink water ? YES NO
5. Are all apples red ? YES NO
6. Does a table have legs? YES. NO
7. Are eggs good to eat.? XES- NO
8. Are two more than four? YES NO.
9. Are children’s dresses always blue ? YES NO .
10.
Are houses sometimes made of bricks ? .YES NO
11. Do soldiers ever live in camps? YES NO
12. Does it rain every morning? YES NO
13. Do all travelers have companions ? YES NO
14. Is south different from north? YES NO
15. Do pupils attend school at midnight ? YES NO
16. Does lightning sometimes occur at night? YES NO
17. Do guards ever take captives.? YES
_
NO
18. Are all barbers wealthy persons ? YES NQ_
19. Does the country need patriotic citizens? YEE- NO
20. Should school teachers be continually tardy ? YES NO
21. Are all swimming animals quadrupeds .?. YES NO
22. Is the development of trees ever stunted .? YES NO
23. Is electricity used only for lighting? YES NO
24. Do all foreigners make good citizens? YES NO
25. Is the government of colonies important ? YES NO
26. Are future events definitely predictable .? YES NO
27. Is hospitality likely to be appreciated? YES NO
28. Are missionaries ever persecuted by natives? YES NO
29. Is a faithless commander deserving of reward?. YES _NO.
30. Do governors ever issue proclamations.? YES NO
31. Does the ascent of a mountain conduce to fatigue? YES NO
32. Do arguments arise over political questions ? YES NO
33. Should a sentinel’s challenge be ignored ? YES NO
34. Are integrity and obedience virtues ?
35. Are historians infallible ? YES NO
36. Are “patriotism” and “elocution” synonyms? YES NO
37. Does allegiance imply loyalty ? ...YES NO
38. Is surgery the vocation of diplomats ? YES NO
39. Are all lunatics in penitentiaries ?-- YES NO
40. Are judicial decisions ever enforced ? z^ES NO
Number right
Number wrong
Number right minus Number wrong {Score)
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EXERCISE 2
Get the answers to these problems as quickly as you can. Use the side of this page to
figure on if you need to.
SAMPLES 1 How many are 5 men and 10 men? Answer ( 15 )
2 If one pencil costs 5 cents, what will 4 pencils cost?—Answer ( 20 )
1 How many are 30 men and 7 men ? Answer (
2 A boy had 10 cents and spent 4 cents. How many cents had he left ? - Answer ( C )
3 If you save $j a month for 4 months, how much will you save? Answer (2. )
4 If 24 men are divided into groups of 8, how many groups will there
be? Answer ( )
5 A boy had 12 marbles. He bought 3 more, and then lost 6. How
many marbles did he have left ? Answer { ^ )
6 Mary was carrying a dozen eggs in her apron. Two eggs fell out
and were broken. How many eggs had she left?..---!^ Answer ( /^ )
7 An army advanced 5 miles and retreated 3 miles. How far was it
then from its first position Answer ( )
8 How many hours will it take to drive a team 66 miles at the rate of
6 miles an hour Answer ( )
9 How many apples can you buy for 50 cents at the rate of 2 for 5
cents? - - Answer ( )
10 A regiment marched 40 miles in five days. The first day it marched
9 miles, the second day 6 miles, the third 10 miles, the fourth 8
miles. How many miles did it march the last day j -L^Answer ( ^ )
11 If you buy two writing tablets at 7 cents each and a book for 65 cents,
how much change should you get from a two-dollar bill ? Answer ( )
12 If there are 5 school days in a week, 4 weeks in a month, and 9
months in a school year, how many school days are there in a
school year? Answer ( )
13 A dealer bought some mules for $Soo. He sold them for $1000,
making ^40 on each mule. How many mules were there? Answer ( )
14 A rectangular bin holds 400 cubic feet of corn. If the bin is 10 feet
long and 5 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer ( )
15 If it takes 6 men 3 days to dig a i8o-foot drain, how many men are
needed to dig it in half a day ? Answer ( )
16 A soldier spent one eighth of his money for post cards and four times
as much for a box of letter paper, and then had 90 cents left. How
much money did he have at first ? ! Answer ( )
17 If 3|- tons of coal cost $21, what will 5^ tons cost?.. Answer ( )
18 A ship has food to last her crew of 500 men 6 months. How long
would it last 1200 men? Answer ( )
19 If a man runs a hundred yards in 10 seconds, how many feet does he
run in a fifth of a second? Answer ( )
20 A submarine makes 8 miles an hour under water and 15 miles on the
surface. How long will it take to cross a 1 00-mile channel, if it has
to go two fifths of the way under water? Answer
( )
Score
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EXERCISE 3
Each of these pictures has something missing, and
you are to put in with your pencil the missing part.
Look at the first one. It is the picture of a boy’s face,
but it has no mouth. Now with your pencil mark in a
mouth. The woman has no eye. Give her an eye.




























Age on Last Birthday JJl
Birthday. a \k .-iA XLt
4School-
Town. k
Use Either This Record or the Class Record Sheet
Test No. Test No.
23 ;o 28 ^
24 29 4
25 30
26 31 • • ^
27 32
Date
. I ? 1
Age 14
Make sure that this is cor-
rect. Verify the record.
See Instruction Manual, page 17
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EXAMPLES: free good old heavy bad fast
t-40
early slow wrong light big right
1. old rich wide poor green full
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow
3. brown open full dark sorry empty
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry
5. soon above when even below back
6. strong fight weak muscle jump work
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate
8. never where while still quickly always
9. sharp narrow point steep dull study



















table top paint legs cloth dishes
tree shade nuts roots leaves branches
story pages shelf picture printing
nuts fur tail cage tree
hair owner mouse claws milk
arms legs rocker seat comfort
sidewalk window bed furnace door
shoes legs suit Jiead knife
furniture lamp people walls ceiling
encore perforrner_ violin singing
applause music
officers tents fighting soldiers ships
“’’deaths
music wine guests dancing food
laughter
alarm flame danger heat fireman
insurance
winds, death thunder danger snow wrecks
banquets meetings committees clubhouse
fun members
sentence crime defendant judge jury
guilt





EXAMPLES: (A) The third letter of the alphabet is













The fifth letter of the alphabet is
The second letter before the last letter is . . .
The third letter before M is
The letter midway between H and N is .
The second letter after the fourth letter is . . .
The letter two letters to the right of the letter E is
The first letter to the left of the tenth letter is .
The letters of the word the in the order in which
they come in the alphabet are
The letters of the word boy in the order in which
they come are
The word you get by putting the first letter between
the two middle letters of the alphabet is . . .
1













box furniture bed cloth wood
cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk red pretty dress fashion cloth
2. salmon meat water swim fish food
3. sheep flock animal meat woolly butchered
4. diamond precious value sparkles jewel ring
5. hammer carpenter nail tool useful iron
6. lettuce vegetable green leaves healthful garden
7. man boy strong fights muscle person
8. gun shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
9. carpentry tools trade man wages house
10. gold bright valuable mineral ring money
11. wagon vehicle brake wood ride carriage
12. baseball practice diamond healthful team sport
13. bee wax birds honey insect stings
14. mustard burns spice powder strong flavor








box furniture bed cloth wood
cherry seed grow fruit leaf
1. silk red pretty dress fashion cloth
2. salmon meat water swim .fish food
3. sheep flock animal meat woolly butchered
4. diamond precious value sparkles jewel ring
5. hammer carpenter nail tool useful iron
6. lettuce vegetable green leaves healthful garden
7. man boy strong fights muscle person
8. gun shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound
9. carpentry tools trade man wages house
10. gold bright valuable mineral ring money
11. wagon vehicle brake wood ride carriage
12. baseball practice diamond healthful team sport
13. bee wax birds honey insect stings
14. mustard burns spice powder strong flavor





31 7 © 13 17 26
46 18 22 23 49 32
31 29 27 14 26 34
44 37 l)Gl 38 41 9 43 21
29 19 28 49 27 34 6
50 7 26 21 13 29 44 17
^23 18 14 ID 46 35 H 41
32 31 38 27 47 28 19
9 37 25 19 43 31 16 23




chair book couch desk box letter
dog cheese dish potato table bread
1. dirt iron force silver wool wire
2. ship waves cart road bricks
3. store banana basket apple seed plum
4. sea rock mountain lake storm river
5. glass hat room ribbon basket dress
6. robin winter horse song squirrel fence
7. rain wind sky steam heat water
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute
9. submarine officer duty boml^ trench gun
10. poetry physics physiology beauty chemistry
resonah^
11. sermon newspaper manuscript book magazine
speech
12. house cave barn hotel store castle
13. paper crayon pencil blackboard pen ink
14. frog feathers fish chicken animal duck
























EXAMPLES : my not is book that
ran the boy the street down
1. apples trees on grow
2. play boys like marbles to
3. grow^boysjnen to become up
4. is lesson girl her studying the
5. there days are the week in seven
6. children room of the out ran six
7. away winter for nuts store squirrels
8. Mary I runs as as fast
9. do go we Saturday school on not to
10. she youngest selected our the in girl room
11. thousand many a year cars makes Ford
12. true stories teacher about the a told them colonies
13. who her lost girl pencil the another bought
14. allowed upon skate to they never river were the
15. an embankment train leaped lost lives their and many people the
Te»t No. 30

EXAMPLES: girl come ill his
apple shell ripe banana
1.
sit can pie big
L/
v/
2. ton sing boy some
3. tell some me can
4. why bury still you
5. are bat out tell
6. truth happy people riches
7. mirth beauty business ugly
8. trill hurry battle leaves
9. tramp lease trial found
10. across bought camel truce
11. makes story .tremble asking
12. early income fashion simply
13. anchor ^a^le_. truth ripple
14. beacon giving nation humble





quarter nickel dollar dime penny
rod yard inch mile foot
1. gallon gill bushel quart pint
2. township county acre section state
"3. one multitude few none many
4. clause syllable sentence letter word
5. infancy adolescence old-age childhood maturity
6. warm cold hot torrid frigid
7. president alderman governor mayor citizen
8. company regiment squad division army
9. colossal tiny small enormous large
10. inaudible distinct deafening faint loud
11. millennium eon c^tury year decade
12. lieutenant corporal general colonel captain
13. frequently occasionally never usually always
14. good naughty ^yickeii mischievous angelic










The Wilson General Survey Tests in Arithmetic
Form 1




To the Pupil: This is a contest covering the simple
things in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
fractions, and business knowledge. It is not a time test.
Work carefully. When you have finished, check your work.
Give good attention and do your best. Do not ask questions













(f) (g) (b) (i)
3 0 18
8 6 7 9
V V y T7
(j) (k) (I) (m)
0 6 5 5
7 8 9 7








(t) (u) (V) (w)
0 5 4 0
4 8 7 5
6 5 7 4










(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (3) (k) (1) (m) (n) (0)
8 5 8 2 9 7 8 9 2 4 3 9 4 6 8
1 3 6 2 0 3 8 2 1 4 3 6 3 5 2
7 X 1 0 V d 7 / 0 0 3 ' ' u>
(P) (q) (r) (s) (t) (U) (V) (w) (X) (y) Cz) (a*) (b*)
9 7 5 9 5 1511 2784 8412 14883 12768 17874 16760 15580
5 7 2 8 5 987 347 2646 1965 4397 3935 6429 8322
V
~S ~T “o S'7(o^
J 7^
MULTIPLICATION
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
6 8 7 7 0 8 6 5 4 0
5 4 3 6 8 5 9 9 7 0
n XI JV Vr
.
^ ~6
(k) (1) (m) (n) (0) (P) (q) (r) (s)
57 98 986 975 975 978 6897 95407 84654
2 9 2 3 4 7 6 84 67
























(a) 1/2 + 1/6=}^ (d) 1/4 + 3/4= / /g) 1/2 - 1/4 = ^ \/ ij) 3/5-1/10 =
(b) 1/5 + 3/5 =i^ (e) 1/3 + 1/4 =^ /(b) 1/6 -1/12=^^ '^) 3/4 - 3/16 =
(c) 1/2 + 1/3=> ,/(f) 2/5+1/10=4- (i) 2/3- 1/6 =S /(I) 5/8 - 1/4 =
i- U>
MULTIPLY divide/
(m) 1/2 X 1/4 = (p) 1/2x2 =1 /(s) 3/16 -r- 3/4 V(u) 3/4 h- 1/3 =
(n) 1/3 X 3/4 = (q) $30 X 2% ^ (t) 7/8 ^ 1/4 = (v) 4/5 2/5 =
( 0 ) 3/5 X 2/3 = (r) 48c X 314 9 JLV
KNOWLEDGE OF BUSINESS SITUATIONS
Check the best answer:
(1) When are prices of coal usually the lowest?
(a) In Jan.? (b> In Oct.? (c)....V.....In June?
A man with a family takes out a $10,000 life insurance policy. Of the follow-
ing reasons, which one is the best?
'
(a) To pay debts in case of death. (b)....,^....To provide for wife and
children. (c) To get $10,000 at little cost.
automobile depreciate (or lose) value as
I'l
(a) About 10%. (b)....X....About 25%.
(5) One may safely buy clothing at a bargain sale
(a) When distinctive patterns are wanted. (b)...X When regular
wear is planned. (c) When work clothes are so offered.

The Wilson General Survey Tests in Arithmetic
Form 2




To the Pupil: This is a contest covering the simple
things in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
fractions, and business knowledge. It is not a time test.
Work carefully. When you have finished, check your work.
Give good attention and do your best. Do not ask questions








(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
ADDITION
(f) (g) (h







(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (1) (J) (k) (1) (m) (n) (o)
6 ,7 9 .-7 ,=6 >7- .9 ,£ 9 -6.6., 0— 7 '7 8
^ 6 4 6 T) 9 ''7 4 4 ^1' 0 6 3 8
0 3 3 r 3 7 6 1 >i'' 6’ 0 ' 4 J
(p) (q) CD (s) (t) (u) (V) (w) (X) (y) (z) (a*)
9 3 7 4 8 135 583 6915 13390 14926 16676 16078
7 2 5 4 5 67 276 4926 1529 5643 2869 5439
J a 0 3 7i /7?7' Tv^
/<=>
MULTIPLICATION
(a) (b) (c) (d) (6) (f) (g) (h) (i) (J)
4 8 9' 0 9 6 1 g 9 8
9 5 9 7 8 0 1 7 4 2
Zl S 1 0 0 ) 3i /i
(k) (1) (m) (u) (0) (p) (q) (r)
$85 $9.67 84689j 26367







(c) 5)5 (d) 9)81
e
(e) 7)56 (f) 7)0'
'(g) 9)13 (h) 5)“40 (i) 3)1^ (j) 9)63 (k) 7)“4l’ (1) 9)18
J±





(s) 5)« (t) 6)4! (u) 5)^
- JJ









£ (a) 1/3 + 2/5’=^ (d) 1/2 + 1/6 = ^ 'Cig) 1/3 -1/6='
' + 1/3=-% (f)l/2 + l/5=i




(l) 5/6 -1/3 =
MULTIPLY






(n) 1/4 X 4/5 =i> (q) 2/3 X 3/7 =
(o) $40 X 31/2 = /ijo (r) 36 X 21/4 = J |
DIVIDE
^5/12= 5/6 ='^ (u) 5/6 = 1/3 = -^ \
(t) 2/3 1/2 =4- (v) 6/8 ^3/8 =i.-
KNOWLEDGE OF BUSINESS SITUATIONS
..10c. (b)...')C...18c. (c) 30c. (d) 45c. (e) 65c. (1)..
/D
the price of gasoline per gallon?
,..6c. (b) 10c. (c) X....170.
/
(3)




t%. Cc).. 6%. (e)..A...10%.
(4) What is the cost of a new Ford Sedan?
(a) $150. (b).....X...$585. (c) $750. (d) $848. (e) $1200.
(5) A teacher has about $400 to invest each year. In general should she consider:
0 (a) Government bonds, paying about 4$4%.
(b) Cooperative hank, paying about 6%%.
(c)
..,.X Public utility bonds, paying about 6%.
(d) Railway stock, paying about 6%%-
(e) Oil stock, promising about 8%%.

The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by Ruth Lang and other co-operators
TEST 3P. ADDITION—Process Step Difficulties
Test 3P should be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes in





Town, City, or County Date
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to add throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination, place a check (\/)
beside it; if you count, place two checks (VV) 5 if you do not know,
put a circle around the combination. After you have finished the test,
note the time and then check the answers. When the test has been
corrected, note carefully for your use in self-drill, the points on which
you hesitated, counted, or made errors, according to the plan for
scoring and noting errors on page 4. Work on the points that caused
trouble.
Make a note of the time you begin and complete the test.
Test begun Test finished Time taken




2 0 4 7 5 8 8
9 3 8 6 8 0 8
// ^
.












Copyright. 1928. The University Publishing Company
Lincoln — Chicago— New York— Dallas




6 6 5 3
4
5
6 2 7 2 4 4 3 7 7 3
7 6 2 9 6 2 7 3 4 3
4 3 6 6 6 4 2 1 3 2 ^





5 7 3 8 1 2 1 0
6 5 7 2 8 0 1 0 0 8
0 6 3 6 0 9 8 4 5 0
3 7 8 2 5 1 6 9 3 1















25 32 23 211 23 44 21 51 31 162
21 41 12 542 13 11 12 24 11 112




50 2 3 6 52 1 43 40
15 7 60 40 30 6 20 1 5 58
40 40 2 12 23 10 9 17 300 101
4 701 13 40 40 10 30 40 10 400




56 43 14 296 52 6 367 257 76
473 227 167 29 119 76 18 298 158 198
468 394 585 768 499 796 484 198 286 529
fn ‘77 ;7r fT/ f77 /Ti 7T7
Group 8 (Add) :
23 78 68 76 88
48 64 43 98 86
85 97 76 73 72
50 9 96 46 46
47 78 89 74 95
3i7
60 77 78 87 88
78 69 96 55 79
84 98 8 91 50
55 68 70 69 75




$ $ $ $ $
1.20 2.60 3.79 .48 2.48
.54 4.65 9.95 .85 1.97
8.75 9.78 3.46 1.65 .20
2.50 5.72 .85 9.78 .73
1.27 .10 4.75 ^.60 .31
i3p
$1.10 $ $ $ $
.15 .16 4.05 .15 .45
6.75 4.37 1.55 4.87 2.39
1.20 3.27 3.29 5.97 5.84
.08 4.46 6.75 7.89 3.09
4.52 4.85 , 7.96 6.56 9.75
^TP trTi.






81+7= it; 72+6= 63+5=
64+6= 56+5= UJ ...
;
This closes the test. Turn back to the first page and make a note of the
time taken to complete the test.
Scoring the Test. A perfect score on the test is 100. There are 100 examples,
10 In each group. In third grade or below, take off one for each example missed.
Above the third grade, a single mistake in a group means the loss of the 10 for
that group.
On the next page enter the number right for each group, and make up the
total score. Above third grade count only the perfect lO’s.
Summarizing Errors. After the test has been corrected, analyze the errors.
Do this by determining the cause of each error and then entering a tally on the
plan for analysis of errors on the next page. If the plan is not complete enough,
add other items. Each pupil must know his errors and correct them.
ADDITION, PROCESS TEACHING STEP-DIFFICULTIES
Score
1. Primary combinations, sums to 9 4-9.
2. Upper decade facts, sums to 39 9.
3. Short columns, unseen addends, no zeros, sums to 18.
4. Short columns, unseen addends, with zeros, sums to 18.
5. Two place or three place numbers with no carrying, no zeros, or
gaps.
6. Two place or three place numbers without carrying but with
zeros and gaps.
7. Two or three addends, both 2 and 3 place, carrying, sum of left
hand columns less than 10, no zeros.
8. Columns, carrying, gaps, zeros, sums to 39 + 9.
9. Adding dollars and cents.
10.
Higher decades needed for carrying in multiplication.
Record the total score here and on the first page. Total Score =
Further Analysis of Errors, Supplementing the Ten Group Steps
For each error made in the test, there should be a tally entered in the right
place on this plan:
11
Omitted one addend in adding.
12














Carried number put as extra in answer.
20
Carrying wrong amount, too many or too few.
21




No regular habit, proceeding differently each time.
24
Fails to observe column position.
25
Derives unknown combination from familiar one.
The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by Charles E. Huntington, Theresa Finneran, J. L Early, H. D. Sylvester,
' Anna A. Murphy, and George C. Francis.
TEST 4P. SUBTRACTION—Process Step Difficulties
Test 4P should be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes in





Town, City, or County Date
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to subtract throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination, place a check (V)
beside it; if you count, place two checks (VV) 5 if you do not know,
place a circle around the combination. After you have finished, note
the time and then check the answer by adding the remainder and the
number to be subtracted. The sum should be equal to the minuend.
When the test has been corrected, note carefully for your use in self-
drill, the points on which you hesitated, counted, or made errors,
according to the plan for scoring and noting errors on page 4. Work
on tiie points that camsed trouble.
Make a note of the time you begin and complete the test.
Test begun....
.. Test finished..
Group 1 Group 2












— — — — (2) 54^8= . (5) 46—40=
Group 3 Group 4
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
67 837 37 864 58 98 425 84 736 92
51 426 22 632 31 58 325 34 336 62
Oopyright, 1928, The Univemity Publishing Company
Lincoln— Chicago— New York— Dallas
Group 5 Group 6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
96 489 87 353 56 498 76 754 638 82
91 453 84 321 53 250 40 300 102 50
. 9 SJ c
Group 7 Group 8
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
47 156 36 428 34 76 972 54 428 98
3 42 4 12 3 38 481 38 193 79
f / if ^/C ^ ; ///
(1) (2)
Group 9
(3) (4) (5) (1)
Group 10
(2) (3) (4) (5)
230 50 709 90 600 71 286 58 346 85
116 21 236 72 140 62 193 49 275 77
//" SLf if? 3 /r .1^0 y r. ' /
Group 11
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
85 4544 235 829 66
7 916 54 53 8
7? TT/ 774
Group 12
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
927 485 6341 833 873
478 296 2186 576 385
fTT \W 1/ cY JTf
Group 13
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
600 2400 700 501 4800
149 1254 368 163 1432
3 z, S3!' 3i4 f
Group 14
fl) (2) (3) (4) (5)
563 875 4842 920 631
297 396 1991 299 294








(2) (3) (4) (5)
125 1607 152 1759 127 1402 148 1812 1775 1200
1 54 802 70 843 76 804 79 926 897 940
~fsj T7 f' Jf
Group 17 Group 18
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
$5.40 $1.25 $42.95 $98.76 $.98 $5.00 $1.00 $1.25 $55.40 $.50
2.10 1.05 31.40 13.26 .50 1.50 .50 1.08 42.25
tr/7
.39
n 3 *’/<•/ ^:C ' ‘f 8^ TT?
Group 19
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
$10.00 $4.98 $10.00 $2.00 $25.00
5.98 .99 6.25 .75 17.05
PfT^ > 7..P
Group 20
Check the answers. Put a cross below each answer that is wrong.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
4 8 6 4 9 2 7 8 7 5 5 4 8 $ 1 5.0 0
1 2 5 4 3 2 0
/I /
4 7 6 / 2 0 9 A7 9.9 83 6 1 6 0 7 ^ 4 0 1 L3 3 9 /s.O 2
Turn back to the first page and make a note of the time taken to complete
the test.
Scoring the Test. A perfect score on the test is 100. There are 100 examples,
5 in each group. In the third grade or below, take off one for each example
missed. Above the third grade, a single mistake in a group means the loss of
the 5 for that group. On the next page, enter the number right for each group,
^
and make up the score. Above the third grade, count only the perfect 5’s.
Summarizing Errors. After the test has been corrected, analyze the errors.
Do this by determining the cause of each error, and then entering a tally on the
plan for analysis of errors on the next page. If the plan is not complete enough,







The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Profe&sor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by J. J. Early, Catherine M. Tasker, and Ruth E. Fitzsimmons
TEST 5P. MULTIPLICATION—Process Step Difficulties
Test 5P should be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes as
soon as multiplication has been completely taught, usually by the




Town, City, or County Date
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to multiply throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination, place a check (V)
beside it; if you count, or say the tables, place two checks (VV) ;
if you do not know, place a circle around the combination. After yon
have finished, note the time and then check the answers. When the
test has been corrected, note carefully for your use in self-drill, the
points on which you hesitated, counted, or made errors, according to
the plan for scoring and noting errors on page 4. Work on the points
that caused trouble. Make a note of the time you begin and complete
the test. You may, if you wish, figure on an extra sheet of paper. If
you do this, you should save the sheet for use in detecting errors.
Test begiiin Te.st fini.shed.... .... Time taken
Group 1 (Multiply) ;
8 7 4 2 4 7 2 4 8 6
6 3 9 7 1 5 3 2 4 7
Group 2 (Multiply)
7 4 0 4
0 5 8 4
0 3 5 4 8 0
1 4 2 0 9 5
CopjTigbt. 1028. T>'e I'^nive’sity Piiblishinc: Company







































































































2 1 14 2 3
Group 8 (Multiply) : •
8 5 5 0 6 9 3
4 7 1 2 9 8 9
68 $ 9.3 0
7 6 2 9
896 54 784
8 3 3 9 3 6 7
3 6 9 2
17 5 6
Group 9 (Multiply) :
68 435 924
40 308 906
7 4 5 5 4
4 0 5 2 7 0
7081
509
840 $5.90 915 $7.50
690 10 504 20















Scoring the Test. A perfect score on the test is 100. There are 100 examples,
10 in each group. In the fourth grade or below, take off one for each example
missed. Above the fourth grade, a single mistake in a group means the loss of
the 10 for that group. On the next page, enter the number right for each group,
and make up the score. Above the fourth grade, count only the perfect lO’s.
Summarizing Errors. After the test has been corrected, analyze the errors.
Do this by determining the cause of each error, and then entering a tally on the
plan for analysis of errors on the next page. If the plan is not complete enough,





































































The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Professor of Education, Boston University
Assisted by Katherine F. Horrigan, C. Delia Jennings, and Louise Wingate
TEST 6 P 1. SHORT DIVISION—Process Step Difficulties.
Test 6 PI should be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes as
soon as division has been completely taught, usually by the middle of




Town, City, or County Date.
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to divide throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination place a check (\/)
beside it; if you count or say the tables, place two checks (VV) ;
if you do not know, place a circle around the combination. After yon
have finished the test, note the time and then check the answers.
When the test has been corrected, note carefully for your use in
sell-drill, the points on which you hesitated, counted, or made errors,
according to the plan for scoring and noting errors, on page 4.
Work on the points that caused trouble. i\Iake a note of the time
you begin and complete the test.
Test Begun Test Finished Time Taken
Group 1 (Divide) :
Score
7)21 5)45 9)81 6)42 4)36
8)72 8 ) 1 r,
Group 2 (Divide) :
7)63 2)1 6 9 ) 0
5)49 8 ) 7 4)3 7 7 ) 3 8)27




The University Publishing Company
• Chicago— New York— Dallas
6)20
Group 3 (Divide) :
8)6 6 4)8 4 6)3 0 6 3)9 66 7)1 4 7
9)6 4 9 7)4 9 7 5)$4 0 5 6)4 8 6 3)1 5 3
Group 4 (Divide) :
9)1 8 6 7)6 3 8 3)9 6 4 4:)4 7 7)2 8 9
5)$1 5 2 6)1 8 7 8)4 0 9 7)1 48 6)1 2 7
Group 5 (Divide) :
Check the answer
and prove
895)6 5 7)8 4 9)1 8 9
3)267
9)4 8 6 7)1 6 1 5)9 2 5
The right answer is
3)1 2 6 9)5 5 8 8)6 5 8 4
Group 6 (Divide) :
Check the answer
and prove
39-lR4)5 7 9)1 7 5 7)1 3 3
3)118
9)1 558 4)9 9 7 6)4 7 2
Idle right answer is
2)2 3 2 3)2 6 7 8)1 8 2
Group 7 (Divide) :
7).2107 9)36045 8)64016 6)36042 4)32008
8)4808 7)14042 9)72018 8)1608 2)$208.50
Group 8 (Divide) :
Check the answer
and prove
220094)4 016 6)7 2 0 6 9)2 8 8 0 9
5)110045
7)$9 884 3)1 6 8 2 7 4)$2 0.2 8
The right answer is
5)4 8085 6)1 1 4 0 3 6 7)1 5 4 0 7
Group 9 (Divide) :
Check the answer
and prove
1850-3R2)1 9 0 0 3 5)$1 5 0.1 0 9)2 3 4 0 1 0
7)13003
3)1 1706 4)6 4 0 1 4 5)5 0 1 8
The right answer is
8)4 8 0 8 6)1 0 2 0 3 8 6)6 0 1 5
Group 10 -(Divide) :
Check the answer
and prove
1600-4R5).$1 5.5 0 4)2 480 7)2 8 0 3
6)9604
7)6 3 1 6)5 4420 9)8 9 1 0
The right answer is
9)5 405 3)3 630 8)6 4 0 2
Turn back to the first page and make a note of the time taken to complete
the test.
Scoring the Test. A perfect score on the test is 100. There are 100 examples,
10 in each group. In the fourth grade or below, take off one for each example
missed. Above the fourth grade, a single mistake in a group means the loss of
the 10 for that group.
On the next page, enter the number right for each group, and make up the
score. Above the fourth grade, count only the perfect lO’s.
Summarizing Errors. After the test has been corrected, analyze the errors.
Do this by determining the cause of each error, and then entering a tally on the
plan for analysis of errors on the next page. If the plan is not complete enough,
add other items. Each pupil must know his errors and correct them.
^
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The Wilson Process Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic
By G. M. WILSON, Professor of Education, Boston University
iissisted by Katherine F. Horrigan, C. Delia Jennings, Louise Wingate, J. L. Early,
Margaret J. O’Brien, Dorothy E. Connor, and Cora M. Walker
TEST 6 P2. LONG DIVISION—Process Step Difficulties.
Test 6 P2 should be used for inventory and diagnostic purposes
as soon as long division has been completely taught, usually by the




Town, City, or County Date
To the Pupil: Aim for 100% accuracy with reasonable speed.
Remember that you are to divide throughout the test.
If you hesitate on any step or combination, place a check (\/)
beside it; if you count or say the tables, place two checks (VV) !
if you do not know, place a circle around the combination. After you
have finished the test, note the time and then check the answers. When
the test has been corrected, note carefully for your use in self-drill, the
points on which you hesitated, counted, or made errors, according to
the plan for scoring and noting errors on page 4. Work on the points
that caused trouble. Make a note of the time you begin and complete
the test. You may, if you wish, figure on an extra sheet of paper. If
you do this, you should save the sheet for use in detecting errors.




21)4 4 1 30)$6.9 0 41)4 1 0
Copyright, 1928, The University Pulilishing Company
Lincoln — Chicago— New York— Dallas
32)3 872 31)1 39996
Group 2 (Divide) :
72)7 9 6 51)5 693 31)6 874












61)1 974 71)3 05832)1 312
Group 4 (Divide) :
28)3 9 2 34)2 074 45)$3 1.5 0
47)1 598 23)1 1 9 6
Group 5 (Divide) :
91)3 915 73)2 409 81)5 508
Group 6 (Divide) :
54)4 914 63)2 394 59)1 357
\
V
73)3 358 64)3 445
Group 7 (Divide)
:
111)8 991 121)1 48951 131)2 7 5 1














74)2 740 47)4 300 32)$1 7 7.0 0







83)7 6360 70)1 740
Group 10 (Divide) :




98)9 016 66)5 214
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